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	Expert Scripting and Automation for SQL Server DBAs, 9781484219423 (1484219422), Apress, 2016

	As the ratio of DBAs to supported instances and supported databases continues to drop, DBAs must look

	to automation, to allow them to continue to improve or, in some cases, even offer the same level of service

	to the business as they have historically. This book attempts to give DBAs the tools they need to implement

	strategic automation solutions, using the Microsoft standard suite of tools, specifically, PowerShell, T-SQL,

	and SQL Server Agent.





	Some large enterprises will be lucky enough to have enterprise class monitoring and orchestration

	toolsets at their disposal. Even if this is the case, DBAs should find the scripts and the ideas for automated

	scenarios contained within this book useful, as they can be plugged into enterprise class toolsets, despite

	this book focusing on DBA written orchestrations.
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Overlay Networks: Toward Information Networking.Auerbach Publications, 2010

	A recent Cisco traffic forecast indicates that annual global IP traffic will reach two-thirds of a zettabyte by 2013. With their ability to solve problems in massive information distribution and processing, while keeping scaling costs low, overlay systems represent a rapidly growing area of R&D with important implications for the...


		

Java for Programmers (Deitel Developer)Prentice Hall, 2009
Welcome to Java! We have worked hard to  create what we hope you'll find to be an informative, entertaining and  challenging professional experience. Java is one of today's most popular and  powerful software development languages and is appropriate for experienced  programmers to use in building substantial information...


		

Interest Rates, Prices and Liquidity: Lessons from the Financial Crisis (Macroeconomic Policy Making)Cambridge University Press, 2011

	Many of the assumptions that underpin mainstream macroeconomic models have been challenged as a result of the traumatic events of the recent financial crisis. Thus, until recently, it was widely agreed that although the stock of money had a role to play, in practice it could be ignored as long as we used short-term nominal interest rates as...





	

Essential C# 2.0 (Microsoft .Net Development Series)Addison Wesley, 2006
Essential C# 2.0 is a clear, concise guide to C#—including the features new to C# 2.0. The book clearly presents material for beginners and experts and provides contrasts and comparisons between C# and other languages. The C# language is covered comprehensively and each important construct is illustrated with...

		

Encyclopedia of World Poverty, 3 Volume SetSage Publications, 2006

	The Encyclopedia of World Poverty provides extensive and current information, as well as insight into the contemporary debate on poverty. The three volumes of this state-of-the-art Encyclopedia contain over 800 original articles written by more than 125 renowned scholars. The entries contributing to this work explore poverty in various...


		

Operational Risk with Excel and VBA: Applied Statistical Methods for Risk Management (Wiley Finance)John Wiley & Sons, 2004
Praise For Operational Risk with Excel and VBA    

"Dr. Nigel Da Costa Lewis has produced the most exciting volume ever on operational risk modeling. It is a must for students, practitioners, risk managers, and senior executives. . . I feel this work is the first step in revolutionizing the discipline. Other books in this field tell...
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